School 17 SBPT Minutes
Minutes from monthly School Based Planning Team meetings.

Date *
MM

DD

YYYY

04 / 08 / 2021

Facilitator *

Roberto Chavez

Minutes *

Kat Wing

Present *
Hezir Aguero
Kyra Bradley
Roberto Chavez
Nancy Coddington
Eleanor Coonce
Bill Cronmiller
Caterina Leone-Mannino
Elainne Martinez
Katherine Prest
Nyla Saunders
Audrey Sowell
Kat Wing
Other:

Previous Minutes Approved? *
Yes
No
Other:

Agenda Approved? *
Yes
No
Other: Include SLCC and budget update

PD Approvals *
Added quarter 4 mapping to be completed by April 20th. Coddington sent out the link to record hours.

Staff Updates *
Pierce (covered by Ashford) is out until April 19th. Bob is out until June 7th.
Bradley and Telesca are back!

ILT Updates *
- K-2 Common formative assessment blue prints. Opted to see K-2 to see if it's aligned with standards. If it's not aligned, we won't use it. ILT will review.
- NYS denied the waiver and will be moving forward with testing. There is an "opt-in" option for other school districts for parents to call and have their child take it. RCSD is not currently using it. ELA will be an asynchronous
day for remote students. If a parent calls in for their child to take the ELA or math exam, have their parents call the office. For students who are hybrid, they can bring in a letter from parents to opt out.
- The opt in is what we are doing for the NYSELAT. Parents must call in by April 16th for opting in for NYSELAT otherwise their services will continue next year. Scoring remains the same for NYSELAT with student levels.
Transportation is still to be determined.

Parent Engagement
Upcoming event April 19th gardening event for a start at home planting kit. Includes a healthy cooking recipe.
Pampering yourself in May will be the next event. Date TBD

Community Support/Student Engagement *
Quarterly CET leadership meeting took place before break.
Health and Wellness - making sure families are connected with food assistance and health needs. Referrals can be made for on sight. Still working on student access during student hours.
4H - Ran gardening camp during break.
District: April 26th - June 16th for 21st Century Learning grant after school program. We need at least 80 students to sign up. Next week is recruiting families.
Racial Equity PD and cultural competency training is continuing for true equity.
Transportation advocacy continues.
PTO House 17 is up and running continues to evolve to assist families.
Green Initiatives: We will be building a walking labyrinth between the basketball courts.

Hot Topics/Current Issues *
SLLC - A place to include our anti-racist teaching practices was added to the SLLC. SBPT voted and the staff will vote on this next week on April 14th. The draft will be sent out tomorrow (4/9) with the changes today so they
can read it tomorrow. Monday the 12th there will be a online meeting at 2:30. Voting will take place Wednesday (4/14) online during the RTA time after the staff meeting.
Budget approval- Reduction of staff from 57.6 to 53.2. Looking at 2.2 reduction in special education.

Follow up Topics for Next Meeting *
Updating the mission and vision statements to include racial equity.
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